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About This Game

3-dimensional game.
The Russian County Town X is the open-air museum.

All of its exhibits are the masterpieces of Russian folk wooden architecture.
But fireballs threaten wooden buildings.

Only you can save the Town X from fire - shooting from the electromagnetic plasma cannon you destroy fireballs.

Main features:

There are more than 80 3D models of masterpieces of Russian northern wooden architecture;
Beautiful environment;

Virtual reality, for movement within which you can use:
– Keyboard input (Up Arrow key + Down Arrow key for moving and Left Arrow key + Right Arrow key for turns);

– Mouse with Ctrl key pressed.

Joystick supported:
Use the point-of-view hat for moving.

Please connect the joystick in advance, before launching the program!

Full screen mode supported.
Built-in help and user interface.
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Title: X-Town 3D game
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Alek1277
Publisher:
WWW.ROSSPROGRAMMPRODUCT.COM
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: any Windows OS

Processor: 700 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 32MB

Storage: 1 MB available space

English,Russian
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Many solutions are unintuitive and have no clues, story and tone are confusing, and no replayabllity.. thiS GAME IS SO BAD. A
Hat In Time is an interesting game. Going with it's guts as 3D collectathon platformer in the vane of Super Mario 64 and Banjo
Kazooie respectively, this game is as good as it's advertise and plays well to an incredible degree. Controlling Hat Kid is fun and
easy as well as challenging and with so many hats and badges to customize and equip for gameplay challenges you will br lost in
this game's charm.
I enjoyed this game on the ps4 and I'm enjoying it even more on my PC with all the dlc and mod support I will try later on.
This game is MILES better than Yooka Laylee will ever be (It even has a TRUE n64 texture badge!) It's close to the genius of
Super Mario Odyssey and I HIGHLY reccomend this game. If your PC is powerful enough, I suggest getting the PC version as
this has all the dlc. The console versions are ok but they are blown out of the water by this version.

Still waiting for a switch version though.... New stuffz.. This game is really a hidden gem here on Steam. The gameplay is
simple enough, enter a proceduraly generated island, complete the objective, mine for gems to upgrade your spells, mine
bitumen to craft fuel for your ship, move on to the next island. In that simplicity, there's some really fun gameplay to be had. As
night falls you can choose to wait it out in your ship, or by finding and using certain items, play through. There's a light crafting
system, as well as a food system, where different foods give different effects. Simple concepts on their own, but together give
the game some real depth.

It's also a really beautiful game, the graphics while simple, really pop with how colorful everything is. The voice work at the
start of each level is also a really nice touch.

The only issue I think should be mentioned, is some people, myself included, have had some issues with the game stuttering.
From what I can see, the commonality seems to be Windows 7, (regardless of meeting the specs, which are pretty low). I am not
saying this is the issue, this is only my best guess, (what in Windows 7 would cause this, I have no clue). I recently built a new
rig and it's now running Windows 10; since then the game runs flawlessly. I'm not trying to scare anyone away, I just felt it
should be mentioned, (as I spent hours trying to resolve it with no avail).

To the developers credit, it sounds like they've got a lot of plans for future updates in the works, including a new game engine
(which may solve the stuttering issue). They've said they're also going to be adding multiplayer and workshop support which will
only make things better.

Bottom line, this is a fantasic game, a true hidden gem and one I highly recommend. Great job Keystone, I really hope more
people find this game, it deserves to be played.. yes, zup is fun, just like previous 2 games.

but it is also cheap achievements grab and I worried that zup 4 gonna have 5000 of them.

If so, than I score it negative.
. Actually a good game after you get the hold to it.. One word: Laggy.. Very fun, awesome soundtrack, beautiful visuals,
intuitive gameplay
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i liked it but however game is hard but i wished devleopers added a diffuity levels - easy to hard - its would be brillant option.
Game is abandoned, no updates in months, not even a half finished game in this state.. Despite early access, this is a charming
little game that blends XCOM and FTL mechanics. Obviously there's a lot of development to be done on it yet but the dev
seems to be very keen to keep the process moving.. This is one of the worst escape room games I have ever played. There is
basically only 1 room in the entire game. It has two "difficulty" levels that I have seen so far. Perhaps more after the "normal'
and 'hard' are beaten?

The first time I played the first level I unlocked all the locks and the bar didn't fall off due to a glitch. Had to redo it over to get
it to unlock. It worked on the second time through.

There are many situations where you cannot grab objects like you think you should be able to, not because you cannot actually
grab them, but because the game is super finicky about where you grab objects and it changes based on where the object is
placed.

When attempting to change clock time you cannot tap the buttons that I see reasonably. You have to "clench your fist" on them,
which looks weird and is a pain.. I feel the ending of this game was insufficient. There was this huge setup about the big mystery
with hints of conspiracy done throughout the game (and done very well), only for it to end up in nothing once you actually get to
the bottom of things. The game is festooned in instances of Chekhov's Gun, and not a single one of them got fired 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chekhov%27s_gun). Basically, you get a lot of information delivered to you, in a very detailed
world with interesting characters, and then it's all pointless because instead of an ending you get a  2001 Space Odyssey
throwback, complete with trip through the monolith,  used as a cop-out to providing an actual ending.

That said, there is some pretty imagery of fractals seend from the inside that is probably very enjoyable in VR.
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